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Example of the so-called 

“Galant Style”

John Adolph Scheibe’s 
“Flute Concerto in A Major: 1.) Andante” 

repetitive, simple, light music 



Example of the flute in 

Bach’s Style

J.S. Bach’s 
Orchestral Suite #2 In B Minor, BWV 1067  

Movement No. 7 - “Badinerie”

layered, motivic development, virtuosic 



Royal Theme
Frederick the Great 

“The Flute King”



Improvised 3-Part



Ending



• Ricercare à 3
• Canon perpetuus super thema regimum
• Canons diversi:
1.Canon à 2, Canon Cancrizans
2.Canon à 2, Violini in unisono
3.Canon á, Canon per motum contrarium
4.Canon per augmentationem,  

contrario motu
5.Canon circularis per tonos

• Fuga canonica in Epidiapente
•Ricercare à 6
•Canon à 2, "Quaerando invenietis"
•Canon à 4
•Trio [Sonata] for flute, violin & continuo
◦Largo
◦Allegro
◦Andante
◦Allegro
•Canon Perpetuo, for flute, violin & continuo







Improvised 3-Part



Canon Perpetuus



Canon Diversi 
Crab Canon



Canon a 2  
2 unison violins



Canon a 2 Voice 
Contrary Motion



Canon a 2 Voices 
Spiral Canon



Canon a 2 Voice 
Mirror Canon



6-Part Fugue



URSULA KIRKENDALE’S THEORY OF THE ORDER/STRUCTURE

















“Bach’s stated intention of glorifying Frederick the Great appears 
incomprehensible if “glorification” is understood in the conventional manner. 
Bach’s music seems here to project a rather different notion of glory. Far from 
elevating or shedding radiance and splendor on Frederick, the Musical Offering 
promotes a biblical-Lutheran understanding of glory, one that Frederick cannot 
have found sympathetic: the idea of “glorification through abasement,” a view 
tied up with Luther’s “theology of the cross” as opposed to the “theology of 
glory.” In the end, then, Bach’s collection could act as a sort of general argument 
not just for different forms and styles of music—Bach’s high baroque, “learned” 
counterpoint rather than the galant homophony and occasional galant 
counterpoint of the Prussian court—but for decidedly different world-and-life 
views from those promoted by French-Enlightenment thinkers such as 
Frederick.” 

Marissen, Michael. Bach & God . Oxford University Press.



FROM THE PREFACE OF THE MUSICAL OFFERING: 
“Your Majesty’s Self deigned to play to me a theme for a fugue upon the 
clavier, and at the same time charged me most graciously to carry it out in 
Your Majesty’s Most August Presence. To obey Your Majesty’s command was 
my most humble duty. I noticed very soon, however, that for lack of 
necessary preparation, the execution of the task did not fare as well as such 
an excellent theme demanded. I resolved therefore and promptly pledged 
myself to work out this right Royal theme more fully [or “more closely to 
perfection,” vollkommener auszuarbeiten] and then make it known to the 
world. This resolve has now been carried out as well as possible." 

Marissen, Michael. Bach & God . Oxford University Press. Kindle Edition. 
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